BEAVER BASEBALL GETS UNDER WAY
Brown Takes Second Game of Season From Engineer Quintet Wednesday

Mass Meeting Wednesday
Starts Players Off For Successful Ball Season

Baseball got under way on Wednesday afternoon when an enthusiastic crowd of baseball fans listened to the plans for the Beaver baseball club which will be organized at Technology this spring. Dean Millard was in charge of the meeting and was speaking on the important points of the situation when Doc McCarthy and Leslie Bissner gave some coaching advice and Bill Robinson, second baseman on last year's team, talked from the player's point of view.

Dr. Bissner came out strongly for a strict interpretation of the amateur ruling in his talk to the aspiring baseball condition. After stressing the importance of this point, he talked on the situation in the major league and the possibility of a career in the sport. He also talked on the problem of a career in the sport.

Dr. McCarthy spoke on the problems facing the amateur and what it would take to become a professional. He also talked on the problems facing the player in college.

Bill Robinson gave a cheering talk on the problems facing the player in college.

We have only a small amount of material to work with, but we're working on it.

I don't think we have enough to work with.

That's all.

Good Schedule Arranged
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